
Multi-Component Issues Update 
 

 
Focus group met twice and recommended some changes to both Peer Review and 
Internet Assisted Review (IAR) to improve the efficiency of review related work on multi-
component applications. 

 
 

J2EE Peer Review Changes 
Implementation Planned for 12/1/2006 

 
1. Add ability to show/hide subprojects on all screens that show List of Applications  
2. The reviewer specific assignment reports should indicate the PI name on the parent 

grant for each subproject.  
3. Add ability to show/hide subproject conflicts on all assignment reports 
 
 
 

Internet Assisted Review Changes 
Implementation Planned for 3/17/2006 

 
1. Add meeting wide option to show/hide subprojects for SRAs and Reviewers on all 

screens  
2. All Reviewer screens should indicate the PI name on the parent grant for each 

subproject. 
3. During the creation of preliminary summary statements, critique number should restart 

with each group of critiques for a subproject instead of incrementing the numbers as it 
currently does.  

 
 

Additional Discussion Items 
 

1. The subproject rollover process (when amendment comes in for a grant with 
subprojects, subprojects are associated with the new grant and put into the meeting 
where the amendment goes) should already exist.  If it is not working to user’s 
expectations this should be reported as a defect and addressed accordingly. 

2. The automatic entry of subprojects from the electronic 424 at the time of eSubmission 
is currently being analyzed by the eSubmission group.  The goal is to have them 
electronically entered to eliminate manual entry. No definite date for P50 submissions 
has been set. 

3. The order of subprojects within preliminary summary statements was confirmed to 
work correctly (order should be based on Order of Review in Peer Review) 

4. The extraction of abstracts for inclusion in preliminary summary statements for grants 
will be available after the full production release of KMDC.  It is expected that IAR 
preliminary summary statements will include abstracts beginning with the March 2007 
release. Subproject abstracts will not be available until P50 electronic submission. 

 
 

 


